NPCI/2015-16/NACH/ Circular No. 115

August 14, 2015

To

All NACH Member Banks,

Communication to customers on file split of NACH files beyond 1 lakhs records

Refer to our circular NPCI/2015-16/NACH/109 dated July 14, 2015, informing member banks of the maximum file size of 1 lakh records for all products of NACH.

Sponsor banks may be receiving the files with records of 1 lakh each from the corporate themselves or they may receive files, with higher number records, which requires further processing. The banks may be splitting the files at the time of presentation and merging again for providing response to the corporates.

In the event of further processing done at the sponsor bank (split & merge) it is essential that the corporate/s are aware of such processing by the sponsor bank.

All the sponsor banks that are processing the files, received from corporates, at their end are advised to keep the corporates duly informed of the process being followed and take their consent.

Thanks and Regards

Giridhar G.M
(VP & Head Operations - CTS and NACH)